Heather Monty in Darjeeling on her travels after the end of the SITA Program

SITA students on top of a Jain hill making poses against the sky
Lucas Milliken – Study Abroad Program in Mongolia
Jake McIntosh – Study Abroad Program in Senegal

Jake at work in Senegal: I spent a day just south of Dakar helping out some fisherman. We would take off in their pirogues, paddle several hundred feet out where we would lay net down parallel to shore. The net was attached by a rope that ran to the shore on both ends. They let the net fall to the bottom over 15 minutes and then back on shore a whole group of us, including fishermen and the several young boys who were around would pull hard on both ends of the net so that it dragged along the bottom as it came towards us. A lot of fun, but my hands were bloody from pulling the rope after about 25 minutes.

Anthropology 441 Photos
KFC in Tahrir Square, Cairo, the site of one of the largest makeshift clinics (*mustashfa maydanīyya*) erected during the uprisings. My 'informants', doctors who participated/volunteered there, talked about this site at length. It eventually became the target of state forces, as more and more citizens donated supplies and medical aid there.

Photo of me, near Mohammad Mahmud Street, Downtown Cairo, the site of major clashes.

Street graffiti, of Zahi Hawass, Egyptian archeologist who is assumed to be corrupt and in line with the Mubarak government...the text under his image reads "you sold out our pharaohs."

The text below the open book reads "write your constitution"...ie, no to dictatorship, referring to the new President Morsi's constitution (which grants him more powers and which sparked more protests).